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Abstract

We examined the eﬀectiveness of post-retrieval clustering that was
based on the visual similarities among images to enhance the instance recall in the photo retrieval task of ImageCLEF 2008. The
visual similarities are deﬁned by the example visual concepts that
were provided for the automatic photo indexing task. We tested two
types of visual concepts and two kinds of clustering methods, hierarchical and modiﬁed k-means clustering. In all the runs, we used
only the title ﬁelds in the search topics; we used either only the title
ﬁelds or both the title and description ﬁelds of the annotations in
English. The experimental results showed that hierarchical clustering can enhance instance recall while preserving the precision when
certain parameters are appropriately set.
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1

Introduction

The target of this year’s ImageCLEFphoto ad hoc task is to enhance instance
recall: a new evaluation measure that counts the number of relevant images after
topically removing same image in the ranked list. This measure is intended to
partially reﬂect a user’s potential needs, which is that many users look at many
diﬀerent choices in terms of the objects or topics given in the retrieval results.
For example, if a search topic is associated with the <city> criterion, all images
of a city in the retrieval results are considered the same in terms of value for the
user. Similarly, all images containing the same species of animal are treated as
an image if <animal> is the criterion for the search topic. Assuming this model
of user preference to be true, the results should be diverse, which includes as
many diﬀerent objects or topics as possible. To address this problem, we examined the utility of clustering techniques that are based on visual content after
acquiring the initial ranking that was based solely on textual annotations. By
using only representative images from the clusters, we assume that the topical
diversity of the images in the top range of the ranked list will increase. The
experimental procedures, algorithms used, and ﬁndings will be explained in the
following sections.

2

Experimental Setup

2.1

Test Collection

We used the ImageCLEFphoto 2008 ad hoc test collection that consists of 39
search topics, and 20, 000 images with structured annotations. The details of
this collection are given in [4]. It consists of a monolingual collection in English
and a mixed language collection in English and German. In our submitted
runs, we used only the monolingual collection. In addition, our queries were
all in English. Therefore, in all our submitted runs, the run names begin with
EN-EN, which indicates that both the queries and annotations are in English.

2.2

Indexing and retrieval models for textual perspective

We used the Terrier Information Retrieval Platform1 for all the textual processing including the pre-processing of the image annotations, indexing, and the
matching between queries and indexes. As for the pre-processing, the default
stopword-list in the Terrier toolkit was used —all the words that were tagged
as prepositions, conjunctions, particles and interjections were removed from the
indexing. After removing the stop-words, the Porter’s stemming algorithm [1]
was used by selecting the default option PorterStemmer in Terrier.
We constructed two variations in indexing: First, we indexed only the
<TITLE> ﬁeld of the image annotations. In the second case we used both
<TITLE> and <DESCRIPTION> ﬁelds for the indexing. All the retrieval
1 http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/terrier/

experiments were performed on both indexes. In the indexes, the words are
assigned weights. The weights are determined by the retrieval model used. Retrieval models also specify the scoring of a particular document when given the
query. In the Terrier toolkit, the ranking of documents follows the concept of
divergence from randomness (DFR). The relevance score of a document d for a
query q is given by
∑
qtw · w(t, d),
(1)
score(d, q) =
t∈q

where t is a query term in q, and qtw is the query term weight that is given by
qtf /qtf max . Here, qtf is the query term frequency and qtf max is the maximum
qtf among all the query terms. w(t, d) is the weight of document d for a query
term t that is determined by the DFR models.
The Terrier IR platform oﬀers a variety of retrieval models. We selected the
models and their parameters based on our pilot runs; we compared the retrieval
results through observation. Therefore, the optimality of these retrieval models
is not guaranteed.
When we constructed indices for the collection using only the <TITLE>
ﬁeld of the annotations, we used the following IFB2 DFR model.
w(t, d) =

(
F +1
N +1 )
tf n · log2
nt · (tf n + 1)
F + 0.5

(2)

where tf is the within-document frequency of t in d, N is the number of documents in the entire collection, F is the term frequency of t in the entire collection,
nt is the document frequency of t. tf n is the normalised term frequency. This
is given by normalisation 2:
tf n = tf · log2 (1 + c ·

¯l
),
ld

where ld is the document length of d, which is the number of tokens in d, ¯l is
the average document length in the collection, and c is a tuning parameter. We
set the parameter to c = 2.5.
When we used the <TITLE> and <DESCRIPTION> ﬁelds of the image
annotations for the indexing, we used the following In expC2 DFR model
with c = 1.1.
w(t, d) =

(
F +1
N +1 )
tf ne · log2
nt · (tf ne + 1)
ne + 0.5

(3)

.
The Terrier toolkit also oﬀers an automatic query expansion functionality.
We used the Bose-Einstein 1 (Bo1) term weighing model with a parameter
free approach in all of our runs.

2.3

Initial Retrieval

Our retrieval task consists of two main stages. In the ﬁrst stage we obtained
the retrieval results by using only the indexed data, which is text retrieval, and
the <TITLE> ﬁeld of the queries in the topic ﬁle. The submitted runs corresponding to the text only retrieval were named as follows:
1. EN-EN-TXT-TITLE-AUTO.res
2. EN-EN-TXT-TITDESC-AUTO.res
where TITLE means only the <TITLE> ﬁelds were used and TITDESC corresponds to the runs in which both the <TITLE> and <DESCRIPTION> ﬁelds
were used. Both of them were automatic runs with automatic query expansion
by the BE1 model. For the former run, the IFB2 model was used and, the
In expC2 model was used for the later run, as explained in 2.2. These runs
correspond to the baseline conditions for our experiments.

2.4
2.4.1

Post-retrieval Clustering
Diversiﬁcation by clustering

The initial ranking obtained using only the text contains many duplicate or
near duplicate images in terms of their topics. Thus, the retrieved images were
clustered to include diverse image sets in the limited window size of the retrieval
results, 20 in our case. Similar images were removed from the results except for
one representative image for each cluster. As a result, we were able to include
diverse types of images in the results.
Diﬀerent features can be used in determining the clusters. We used the visual
concepts that were semantic concepts extracted from the raw visual signals of
images. Although the appearance of images does not directly correspond to the
clustering topical criteria, as we have already used text features in obtaining the
initial scores for the documents, we may use another feature of the documents
to compensate in the lack of detail in the ranking. We applied two simple
clustering approaches to the results obtained from the text retrieval to diversify
the ﬁnal results.
2.4.2

Visual concepts

Visual concepts are diﬀerent from raw visual signals, but they are the semantic entities represented by word tokens that correspond to the visual content
in images. Therefore, later on, they can be used as an extra vocabulary. The
concepts are extracted using various image processing and pattern recognition
techniques. We used two visual concepts ﬁles:
(1) deselaers-db—annotations created by Thomas Deselaers from RWTH Aachen
University following the described method [2]
(2) clef base annot—annotations created by Jean-Michel Renders from XEROX
Europe following the method in [3]
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Figure 1: Dendrogram of the results from clustering top 30 images after initial
text only retrieval for query number 2. Here, the y-axis represents the Euclidean
distance between the two clusters based on the clef base annot visual concepts
and the x-axis indicates the image indices.
Since the automatic image annotation is diﬃcult task, they contains some errors. We use them with inherent noises. The ﬁrst concept set is labeled DISC
because their values are discrete and each image contains concepts represented
as binary values. The second concept set is labeled CONT because their values
are continuous and each image contains concepts probabilistically.
2.4.3

Hierarchical clustering approach

The ﬁrst approach is based on a hierarchical clustering, in which we produced
a dendrogram using the visual concepts of the initial ranking given a particular
query. Figure 1 is an example of a dendrogram constructed using clef base annot
visual-concepts for the ﬁrst query in the task. We will explain the hierarchical
clustering-based rank modiﬁcation method by using the example data listed
in Table 1. These data were the initial retrieval results for query 2 using the
deselaers-db features. The ﬁrst two columns of the matrix show the image or
cluster indices and the third column represents the pair-wise Euclidean distance
between the two images based on the visual concepts. Note that the distance 0
does not mean the two images are identical. They are indistinguishable when
the visual concepts are used to calculate similarities.
Let the number of images in the initial ranking be N ; then, each image is
represented by its rank from 1 to N . For this particular case, the dendrogram
is formed in such a way that the 116 and 127 images constitute a cluster whose
distance level is 0.0 and its center is the average between 116 and 127. In the new
cluster, an image of the smallest index number is regarded as the representative
image because smaller index number indicates higher original relevance score.

Table 1: Example dataset for hierarchal clustering.
image index #1
116
97
78
34
19
17
48
221
76

image index #2
127
99
80
156
20
50
90
224
83

distance
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.000000
0.101948
0.142174
0.193464
0.200342

Here, the representative image of this cluster is 116 which is smaller than the
other index 127. In the next step, this cluster forms a new cluster with another
individual node or cluster. The new distance is calculated between the new
cluster center and the neighboring new cluster center that consists of image 97
and 99.
Once the dendrogram has been constructed, we have to decide which granularity we should use to constitute a new ranked list. If we use only a higher
level dendrogram, the resulting cluster may miss many useful images. However,
if we draw a line at a level that is too low, the modiﬁed ranking will almost
be the same as the initial ranking. The dendrogram was sliced at a certain
distance level (horizontal lines in Fig. 1). For both indexing and both visual
concepts, we changed the distance values for the threshold value from 1.6 to
0.7 at a step size of 0.1. We select the representative images in the clusters at
these 9 diﬀerent levels from the higher values to the lower ones. In Figure 1, the
circles on each level are the representative images of each cluster that lies below
the circle. After the clustering and the selection of the representative image,
the score is modiﬁed as
Scorenew =

Scoreold
.
levelno

(4)

This modiﬁcation is made because we want to topically shuﬄe the new ranked
list. The representative images of the clusters in lower levels that are visually
quite similar have smaller scores and placed in the lower places of the new ranked
list. In our example, since we start this merging process from a distance level of
1.6 and come down to 0.7, we ﬁrst make clusters and obtain the representative
images for all the clusters at a distance level of 1.6. They will be included in
the modiﬁed rankings, but their positions have not yet been determined at this
point. In the next step, as we come down to a distance level of 1.5, we select
representative images at this distance level. If they are already chosen in the
upper levels we do not do anything else, but if they are not chosen we modify
this new image score to the initial retrieval score divided by levelno , which is

the step number the process has passed through (here it is 2). Similarly, we
continue going down until we reach a distance level of 0.7. After getting all the
representative images up to the last level (here the 9th level) and their scores
have all been modiﬁed, we sort the list according to the new scores and obtain
the ﬁnal modiﬁed ranked list for a particular query.
The submitted runs corresponding to this algorithm contain either DISC0.7-1.6 or CONT-0.7-1.6 in their names. Here 0.7-1.6 represents the threshold
range.
2.4.4

K-means clustering approach

As a second approach, we applied k-means clustering to the visual concepts
of the resulting images obtained by the text retrieval of a particular query.
Our clustering process itself is the same as ordinary k-means clustering. If we
randomly assign the initial K means the ﬁnal result will also contain randomness
and then it becomes diﬃcult to compare the diﬀering conditions. To avoid such
randomness, we can try many random initializations, and take the most frequent
result as the ﬁnal candidate. However, to simplify the computation, the initial
K means are assigned deterministically. The following set of equations extract
initial K centers evenly from the initial ranked list of the size N with the step
size R:

N

R = ⌊ K ⌋,
(5)
mi = xj


where j = i × R ∀ i = 1...K,
where mi is the ith mean vector, and xj is the jth visual-feature vector (visualconcept vector corresponding to the jth result). For example, if we have 383
ranked images in our initial list and K = 10, then the step size R = 383/10 = 38
and the initial cluster centers are 38, 76, ..., 380.
Another modiﬁcation lies at the representative image selection process. The
process after k-means clustering is shown in Table 2. We calculate the densities of the clusters. If a cluster is dense, we assume that the cluster contains
near identical images homogeneously; thus, only representative images are included in the ﬁnal ranking. On the other hand, if clusters are sparse, they are
likely contains diﬀerent concepts; therefore, we include all diverse images in the
cluster. In the k-means method, original scores are used in sorting candidate
representative images for the ﬁnal ranking.

3

Experimental Results

The two evaluation measures for our submitted runs were used: precision at the
20th document (P@20) and the cluster recall at the 20th document (CR@20).
P@20 is evaluated as usual. CR@20 is measured by utilizing the <cluster>
ﬁelds attached with search topics. Although the relative outcomes of diﬀerent
runs are diﬀerent for diﬀerent reference points (here the 20th document in the

Table 2: K-means clustering re-ranking algorithm by using visual concepts.
• Cluster ranked images using k-means algorithms.
From N images given in the text-only retrieval result,
K clusters are constructed.
• Compute the density of each cluster.
Initialize a sparse index matrix Z of size N × K.
and Z(i, k) = 1 if xi ∈ X1..N is allocated to cluster k.
for k = 1 to K
N
∑
s(k) =
D(i, k) ∗ Z(i, k)
i=1

where s(k) is the sparsity of kth cluster
and D(i, k) is the distance between ith image and kth cluster center.
end
• Select representative images from clusters.
The threshold value T = mode(s).
for k = 1 to K
if s(k) ≤ T
append RIOC(k) to Bucket.
where RIOC(k) ﬁnd the representative image of a cluster k
which is most close to the cluster center.
else
append all points of cluster k to Bucket.
end
end
newResult = sortscore (Bucket)

ranked list), as those measures are mainly used in the campaign, we interpret
our results based on them. The goal of post-retrieval clustering is to enhance
cluster recall. Therefore, a small drop in precision is acceptable as long as we
can enhance the cluster recall suﬃciently. Degradation may happen because
very relevant images of the same categories are removed from the ranked list.
To summarize this, we want to improve CR@20 while keeping the degradation
of the precision at a minimum.
Table 3 shows the results on the two measures. A clear diﬀerence in the
upper half of the table (<TITLE> only) and the lower half of it (<TITLE>
and <DESCRIPTION>) can be seen. More information given in the description
ﬁelds resulted in better scores in both P@20 and CR@20. Also, between the two
clustering methods, the modiﬁed k-means algorithm was not eﬀective. Although
it is not systematic, the diﬀerence between the title ﬁeld only runs and the title

Table 3: Experimental results for submitted runs by NII group: Precision at 20
and Cluster Recall at 20 are shown. The cluster recall scores using both media
that are better than the text-only runs are marked with asterisks.
Run Name
P@20 CR@20
EN-EN-TXT-TITLE-AUTO
0.1397
0.1858
EN-EN-TXTIMG-TITLE-CONT-Kmeans-AUTO
0.0654
0.1201
EN-EN-TXTIMG-TITLE-DISC-Kmeans-AUTO
0.0859
0.1431
EN-EN-TXTIMG-TITLE-CONT-0.7-1.6-AUTO
0.1372 *0.1941
EN-EN-TXTIMG-TITLE-DISC-0.7-1.6-AUTO
0.1090
0.1827
EN-EN-TXT-TITDESC-AUTO
0.2090
0.2409
EN-EN-TXTIMG-TITDESC-CONT-Kmeans-AUTO 0.1115
0.2062
EN-EN-TXTIMG-TITDESC-DISC-Kmeans-AUTO
0.1090
0.1730
EN-EN-TXTIMG-TITDESC-CONT-0.7-1.6-AUTO
0.1859 *0.3027
EN-EN-TXTIMG-TITDESC-DISC-0.7-1.6-AUTO
0.1590 *0.2703

and description ﬁeld runs suggest that a good initial performance may lead to
bigger improvement when clustering is used.

4
4.1

Discussion
Evaluation Measures

The new evaluation measure used in this year’s experiments is a cluster recall
whose relevance to the ad hoc tourist photo retrieval task has not yet been
clariﬁed. The relationship between the utility in which users may consider and
the increase in cluster recall should be examined. Also, the conventional measure
P@20 and the cluster recall are not orthogonal in evaluating ranked lists. Both
of them appreciate larger number of relevant images in the top region of the
ranked lists.

4.2

Query and cluster topic dependency

The clustering criteria used to calculate instance recall can be divided into two
groups: geographical criteria, such as the country or city, and others such as
objects. The inﬂuence of these diﬀerences as well as the topic dependencies may
inﬂuence the eﬀectiveness of the post-clustering and should be further examined.

4.3

Multilingual Retrieval

In our experiment, we used only monolingual corpus. When the target collection
images are annotated in diﬀerent languages, the initial ranked list given by
the text retrieval contains few relevant images. The post-retrieval clustering
methods used here eliminate redundancy but do not actively include hidden

relevant images. Existing techniques for multilingual image retrieval that rely
on the visual near-identity such as [5] will not work with this post-retrieval
clustering approaches because the use the visual similarity in opposite ways.
If our method is used in multilingual setting, some new methods is needed to
enhance initial relevant retrieved set.

5

Conclusion

We have experimentally compared two post-retrieval clustering methods relying
on two types of visual concepts that were derived from the images. The experimental results of monolingual retrieval showed that the use of hierarchical
clustering can enhance the instance recall such that the top ranked images are
diverse in terms of topics. To make our results more reliable, we should further
examine the following points: the use of perfectly created visual concepts based
on the ground truth data, and a comparison between the extracted high-level
visual concepts and low-level feature values themselves in the clustering.
Future research topics may include the automation of thresholding in the
clustering methods. Also, the relationship between the degrees of goodness in
the initial retrieval results using only text and the eﬀectiveness of clustering
when using visual features should be clariﬁed in a more systematic way.
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